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Abstract
The power of visual art communication combined with the 
extensive reach of mass media can be exploited in extremely 
promising ways for promoting health in community. Of special 
significance are the government sponsored health communications 
and advisories published frequently in newspapers, for being easily 
accessible to a large cross section of the population. Many a times 
such messages and advisories are the only way of approach through 
which the government tries to reach the community. It is, therefore, 
imperative that these health information communications are highly 
effective presentations with visual art content of high quality in 
order to bring the topic to attention, reinforce the message and to 
bring about desirable behavioral action. The present study tries to 
find out whether these messages follow the principles of creative 
communication for maximum effectiveness or are just routine 
publications done through a non creative, bureaucratic setup in 
which case a precious opportunity of a meaningful dialogue with 
the community is lost. It was observed that many basic principles 
of good visual communication are ignored while creating these 
advertisements and these are seen as opportunities for political 
propaganda instead of windows for conveying message and 
information. The overall quality of government sponsored health 
advertisements is average and serious efforts need to be done 
to utilize public funds spent on these advertisements in print 
media.
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I. Introduction
In the present times applications of visual art through mass media, 
especially print media has assumed immense significance in 
society. Functions of the media-to inform,  to generate awareness, 
to sensitize, to educate the public, to raise decision making 
discourses in and to govern lives of the community in several 
direct and indirect ways- can be made much more effective and 
penetrating by the use of instruments of visual art.
The combination of media and visual art tools has unique 
opportunities to play an important role in the health scenario 
in a country like India which has a vast geographical area, 18 
scheduled languages, hundreds of dialects, diversity of culture 
and socio-economic disparity. The importance of communication 
in mobilizing people and seeking their voluntary participation in 
the development of country is well recognized. The greater are the 
communication facilities, faster is the process of modernization
[1]. 
Newspapers are one of the best platforms for conveying of 
information due to easy accessibility, being a cheap medium, 
extended reach and high frequency of publication. Government has 
been using this media for disseminating public health information, 
raising awareness about different health and disease issues, 
conveying advisories and as an advocacy platform through placing 
advertisements in the newspapers. Many a time such messages 

and advisories are the only way of approach through which 
the government tries to reach the community.  It is, therefore, 
imperative that these health information communications have 
highly effective content and visual art presentations in order to 
bring the topic to attention, reinforce the message and to bring 
about desirable behavioral action. Finding out the real scenario 
in this regard is, therefore, a significant enquiry. The information 
of visual art content quality of GSPHSCs will give an indication 
of the level of importance and seriousness being attributed to 
health related advertisements in the print media by the government.
Directorate of Advertising and Visual Publicity (DAVP) under 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting of Government of 
India is looking after publication/ broadcasting of all kinds 
of communications whether these are in the electronic media 
or in print media [2]. DAVP has empanelled newspapers and 
TV channels through which government communications are 
conveyed. All the departments of central government and many 
a times the state governments also place their advertisements or 
communications through DAVP.  The Ministry of Health and 
Family welfare, government of India has a special section called 
information and Education Communication or IEC section which 
looks after public health communications and the knowledge 
contents which the government deems significant and fit to be 
given to public [3]. In fact, GSPHA is the interface where public 
policy and communication strategies meet and generate the 
potential to influence both individual and collective change. The 
Ministry of Health and Family welfare claims that it has been 
using the IEC as an intervention tool to disseminate information, 
encourage doable health seeking behaviour, facilitate awareness 
and generate demand for health services. Down the years several 
other departments and ministries such as Department of Police, 
State Pollution Control boards, National Disaster Management 
Authority etc. are also conveying mass media communications 
which are significant from health perspective.  A lot of money, 
infrastructure and manpower are being spent on placing these 
GSPHCs in the media. In the year 2009-10 the amount spent on 
IEC campaigns by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare 
was 186.31 crores [3]. If these GSPHCs are vague, unattractive, 
non-creative and clichéd, precious opportunities of meaningful 
and impacting dialogues with the community are lost and the 
expenditure of public funds cannot be justified.
To understand these dynamics the present study was undertaken 
with the objectives to study and analyse  visual art contents of 
GSPHCs to find out whether these communications follow  the 
well established and recognized principles of creativity and 
visual appeal in their design to be consistent and impactful for 
the community and content or are just routine publications done 
through a bureaucratic setup; and on the basis of this evaluation 
find out the quality of GSPHCs published in the newspapers. 

II. Methodology
The study was intended to be done in Northern Indian region 
comprising of the states Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, 
Jammu and Kashmir, Uttarakhand and union territory of 
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Chandigarh. In the print media of both English and vernacular, 
the newspaper,‘The Tribune’ was chosen for the study because of 
its maximum readership in the region. According to Audit Bureau 
of Circulations report of net paid circulations for July to December, 
2010, figures for the Tribune was the highest, 3,31,219 in the 
region as compared to Hindustan Times (1,89,863) and The Times 
of India (1,73,104). As reported in the Indian Readership Survey 
in 2010 Q4 report its Average Issue readership (AIR) that is the 
number of readers who have read it within its periodicity is 5.99 
lakhs much ahead of Hindustan Times at 3,45lakhs and The Times 
of India at 2,56 lakhs [4]. 
It is pertinent to mention the literacy rate of the region: Chandigarh-
81%, Punjab-74%, Haryana-71.4%, Himachal Pradesh-81.3%, 
much higher than the national average 67.6% to emphasize that 
GSPHCs have the probability of getting read and influencing 
the readers of the region. Though as per National Readership 
Survey readership of newspapers is confined to only 27% of the 
literate population of India [5], yet the high literacy rate of the 
region makes the newspaper readers a substantial chunk of the 
population in the region. 
A preliminary survey was done of the main newspapers being 
circulated in the region, The Tribune, Hindustan Times, The 
Times of India and Indian Express and it was found that maximum 
number of GSPHCs was published in The Tribune. This was the 
second reason to prefer this particular publication for this study.
The period of analysis chosen was October, 2010 to September, 
2011. The span of one full year allowed the researcher to have a 
full grasp of the situation. A total of 363 late city editions of the 
newspaper were scanned for GSPHCs. The local news edition 
was not taken into account because the GSPHCs were published 
in the main newspaper and not in the local section which had a 
limited circulation. 
All print media communication includes two main types of 
contents- visual and textual. Both complement each other and 
make the message reach the reader in entirety. In this study visual 
art content analysis was carried out. After an initial review of the 
creative communications, a coding system was evolved, piloted 
and ultimately finalized (Table 1). The system was based on five 
elements of good visual communication: use of illustration, use 
of colour, good composition, clarity and innovativeness. Each 
element was traced to a quantifiable parameter. Credit of one point 
each was given for the use of that parameter in the GSPHC and 
for the absence of the parameter no points were given. There were 
ten such quantifiable parameters which meant that a GSPHC using 
all the parameters of a good visual art content communication 
would get 10 points. 
This coding system was then applied to every single GSPHC and 
score for each was calculated. GSPHC with scoring 10-8 were 
labeled as high quality communications those with scoring 7-5 as 
average quality and those scoring less than 4 were considered to be 
poor quality communications. The numbers were then expressed 
in percentages.

III. Results and Discussion
A total of 74 GSPHCs appeared between October, 2010 to 
September, 2011, averaging to about 6 GSPHCs per month and 1.5 
communications per week. Month-wise break-up of publication 
of GSPHCs is presented in Table-2. There was one full page 
communication, seventeen half page and fifty-six quarter page 
communications.
State-wise breakup of the publications is presented in Table 3. 
No GSPHCs were contributed by Uttarakhand and Jammu and 

Kashmir. There were 61 GSPHCs from state and UT agencies 
and 13 from National agencies. 
Analysis of the visual part of the content of GSPHCs was done 
using the following five elements-     

A. Illustrations
Illustrations are the most important visual element in any print 
communication. They contribute to its effectiveness by attracting 
the attention of the desired target reader, communicating a 
relevant idea quickly and effectively- often one that is difficult 
or complicated to convey verbally, generating interest and by 
making the communication more believable [6]. The two basic 
illustrative techniques are photographs and art work. Nowadays, 
photographs are used extensively in print media publications. 
Research has shown that photographs sell more than drawings, 
attract more readers, and are better remembered. Photographs are 
associated with reality and authenticity and are more believable 
whereas artworks represent fantasy, which is less believable [7]. 
Original artwork and cartoons are also used to emphasize certain 
features of the message. In health messages diagrams can be a 
useful form of artwork in illustrating complicated messages [8]. 
In the present study, it was found that about 70% of the GSPHCs 
included one or the other kind of illustrations, photographs were 
used the maximum (43), followed by cartoons (6) and artworks 
(4) while a substantial 30 % of all GSPHCs had only text content 
and no illustration at all thus making them drab, unattractive with 
only a weak potential to convey the intended message.
Secondly, to put an idea across effectively, the visual content 
should be relevant and focused. The survey of the GSPHCs 
brought to the fore a trend of putting the photographs of political 
figures, presidents, chief ministers, ministers of state and central 
governments on the most prominent space  of the communication. 
It was found that in 69% of the GSPHCs one or more political 
figures were prominently displayed (Table 1).  In most of the cases 
portraits were used while in a few the political figure is shown 
inaugurating a facility or administering polio drops. This visual 
element does not at all enhance the strength of the communication 
rather it puts off the readers because it is seen as an association with 
political propaganda instead of a useful health communication 
or advisory. Also, the relevant health message gets lost in the 
background.
Symbol is another visual tool for message communication. 
In GSPHCs in addition to illustrations the other symbolic 
representation displayed is the ideogram or the logo- an important 
area of graphic design. The ideogram is an image which embodies 
an organization. Displaying a logo of the government department 
immediately conveys to the reader the association and objective of 
the message, provides a context and brings in clarity. The present 
study showed that 81% of the communications included the logo of 
the department (Table 1). However, in most of the cases the logos 
were extremely  small in size, difficult to decipher and placed at a 
very inconspicuous location of the lay-out thus making it difficult 
for the reader to identify the authority sending the message and 
therefore, putting a dent on the credibility of the message.

B. Colour
Reasons to use colour in visual art communications is attracting 
attention, representing objects, scenes and people with complete 
fidelity, emphasizing some special part, creating pleasant 
impression and fastening visual impressions in one’s memory 
[7]. The first use of colour in newspaper advertising was done in 
1891and now colour has become commonplace in print media [8]. 
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88% of the GSPHCS were in two or more than two colours making 
for a visually attractive copy, however, 12% of the communications 
were still published in black and white (Table 1). In present times 
black and white layouts are used only to achieve some specific 
purpose but in the case of GSPHCs it seems to be dictated by 
the cheaper advertising rates. Though the important objective to 
fasten the idea in the reader’s memory which is highly significant 
for behaviour changes, is lost if the visual element of colour is 
not used in the GSPHCs. Two comprehensive readership studies 
of the Milwaukee Journal and the Houston Post indicated that 
newspaper colour advertisements attracted a higher percentage 
of readers than did identical advertisements printed in black and 
white. The colour rates were higher, but the cost differential was 
not as great as the differential in readership [8]. 

C. Composition
Composition is defined as the organization of different elements 
within the overall structure of a work of art. In a two-dimensional 
work, it is the relationship of different elements such as line, mass 
tone and colour and arrangement of the subject matter within 
the picture area [9]. As per the general rules of composition, the 
different elements of the visual content should have harmony 
and balance about them. They should not appear scattered 
and unconnected. There are no clear cut rules for an effective 
composition as it depends largely on the artist’s intuition, therefore, 
in this research four quantitative parameters were used to analyse 
the composition of each GSPHC.
1. In an effective visual composition the picture should occupy 
slightly more than half of the entire space to be eye-catching. If 
there is only one illustration, it should occupy the main space. If 
there are several, the total area of all of them combined should 
occupy that amount of space. A research report shows a 32% 
unaided recall of a theme where an illustration covers 50% or 
more of the page, 21% if it covers less than 50% of the page [8]. 
In this study each composition was checked for this indicator. Out 
of the total number of 53 GSPHCs which were having illustrations 
in their visual content, in only 8 i.e. 15% communications, this 
rule was followed.
2. Borders are helpful to keep readers from wandering away from 
the communication which appears in a news-cluttered print media. 
It indicates consistency and reassures the readers of oneness of 
the message. In the GSPHCs a border was provided in 67% of 
the cases while one-third of the cases missed this useful tool to 
keep the reader focused. Due to colour scheme the limits of the 
communication become clear to the reader but the effectiveness 
of the composition is lost in the process.
3. Balance- A good visual communication should not have a 
flawless equilibrium which can be boring but informal balance 
strikes the eye and directs attention to the message. The optical 
centre of a layout is at a point about five-eighths of the way 
up the page. The most significant message to be emphasized 
should be placed at this space. Most of the communications in 
GSPHCs i.e.88% failed to appreciate and apply this rule while 
some which did placed the portraits of political authorities at 
this most eye-catching space of the communication, pushing the 
health messages to some obscure corner losing the opportunity 
to reach the reader.
4. Movement- In an effective composition the attention of the reader 
should move naturally from one element to the next. Readers start 
off somewhere to the left of the center and then roams around the 
page. Eye movements can be controlled by skillful manipulation 
of visual elements [8]. Common devices to ensure movement 

are pointing devices, hands, arrows, rectangles or areas of white 
space. Only 12% of the GSPHCs displayed some kind of pointing 
devices while in others there was no effort to attract and guide the 
attention of the reader towards significant messages in the content 
which surely does not make these communications impactful.

D. Simplicity and Clarity of Presentation
Visual and verbal elements work together to achieve the creative 
objectives. If there are a large number of articles, it is difficult to 
present them with clarity. A layout is simplified when the number 
of different typefaces is less and illustrations are harmonious. 
Irrelevant decorations should not be used. Each element should 
communicate the message. Simplicity makes it easy for the reader 
get the point as soon as they see the communication [8]. In the 
present study the qualitative concept of simplicity was measured 
by counting the number of elements in the communication. If there 
were less than five elements such as illustration, logo, different type 
faces, slogans etc. it was considered to be displaying simplicity. 
It was found that only 32% GSPHCs showed some attempt for 
simple and clear presentations, in rest of the messages there was 
a temptation to overload them with lot of irrelevant information. 
There may be a belief behind this tendency that they are getting 
more for their money by adding more information but the opposite 
is often true and the health message loses its reach. 

E. Innovative/ Interesting
To be attractive, memorable and inspiring enough to motivate 
the reader for behavior change it is imperative that the health 
communications should focus on the reader and directly speak 
to the them. It should be image provoking, should have fresh 
visual and textual content and should not be clichéd. Effective 
messaging resonates with consumers when they identify with 
it [10]. Though it is acknowledged that in conveying health 
messages some complicated ideas need to be presented. However, 
innovative strategies to present the idea can be used for this. Most 
of the GSPHCs studied in this research depicted the message in 
an on-your-face way. No sophisticated, innovative or interesting 
approaches were used. In only 9% of GSPHCs an effort for some 
innovativeness was detected where the message was conveyed 
in a layered manner and some emotional appeal through visual 
elements were created. 
The final scorecard of all GSPHCs showed that the scores ranged 
from 0 to 9 and maximum number of communication fell in the 
category of score 4.  According to the rating system developed in 
the study 7 (9%) GSPHCs were labeled as of high quality, while 
39 (53%) were of poor quality as they displayed four or less than 
four qualitative parameters of good visual art communication. 
The rest 28 (38%) were of average quality.

IV. Conclusion
There is no doubt that comparison of visual art content of GSPHCs 
with that of the brand commercials by private sector placed in the 
print media would have been valuable. A thorough study analyzing 
both the textual as well as visual art content of the communications 
could also have given more comprehensive information. In the 
absence of any such studies being undertaken earlier, the findings 
of this study does draw our attention to some significant findings 
and highlights the potential of such studies in understanding the 
dynamics of health policies vis a vis the government agenda. In 
spite of health being a significant developmental area, its preventive 
aspect is not given due recognition, health print media advisories 
and awareness campaigns are seen as advertising opportunities for 
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political figures. The potential of the visual art content principles 
is not exploited fully. The recommendations to enhance the quality 
of visual art content of GSPHCs are multi-pronged. Professional 
approach to health awareness campaigns should be there. Copy 
testing which provides a diverse range of insights into how 
consumers respond to advertising must be done and change in 
the bureaucratic and routine manner in which print media health 
communications are prepared should be done away with.
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VI. Tables 
Table 1: Quantifiable Parameters for Visual Content Analysis of the GSPHCs With Frequency/ Percentage

Visual element Quantifiable parameter Point scored 
Frequency/ %

Point scored     
Frequency/ %

1 Illustration Illustration Present/1            
53/ 71.6%

Absent/0     
21/29.4%

Logo Present/1     
60/81%

Absent/0 
14/19%

Photographs of 
ministers 

No display/1   
23/31%

Displayed/0
51/69%

2 Colour Colour  Coloured/1 65/88% Black & white/0 
9/12%

3 Composition Illustration (out of 53) < 50% space/1  
45/85%

>  50% space/0  
8/15%

    Border Present/1 50/67% Absent/0        
24/33%

Five/eighth rule Followed/1 9/12% Not followed/0 
65/88%

Movement Pointing 
devices Present/1  9/12% Absent/0

65/88%

4 Simplicity/clarity Number of elements >five elements/1 
24/32%

<five elements/0   
50/68%

5 Innovative Presentation New idea/1 7/9% Clichéd /0
67/91%
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Table 2: Month-Wise Break-up of the Publication of GSPHCs From October, 2010 to September, 2011

Month Year October 
2010

November 
2010

December 
2010

January 
2011

February 
2011 March 2011

No. of 
GSPHCs 12 4 9 8 6 9

Month Year April 2011 May 2011 June 2011 July 2011 August 2011 September 
2011

No. of 
GSPHCs 5 2 7 2 4 6

Table 3: Share of GSPHC Publications by Different National and State Agencies

National/ State level agencies 13

1 Punjab  State agencies 27

2 Haryana State agencies 20

3 Himachal Pradesh State agencies   9

4 Chandigarh Union territory agencies   5

5 Uttarakhand State Agencies   0

6 Jammu Kashmir State agencies   0

Total 74

Table 4: Score Card of GSPHCs on the Basis of Quantitative Parameters

Quality scores Poor quality 0-4 Average quality 5-7 Good quality   8-10

Scores 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

No. of  GSPHCs 1 0 5 12 21 16 7 5 6 1 0


